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Responding to posts & feedback online
Based on US Air Force Web Posting Response Assessment by the Air Force Public Affairs Agency

REVIEW

Online Post / Comment

Has someone discovered a post about your
organisation? (ie. Social post/Google Review)

YES

> Is it positive or balanced?

1

REVIEW

2

EVALUATE

3

RESPOND

NO

Concurrence

A post is discovered which
may agree/disagree with
the original post by your
organisation, but it is wellcited, factual and balanced
and not seen to be a rant or
specifically negative in nature.

EVALUATE

You can concur with the post,
let it stand or provide positive
feedback.

‘Trolls’

LEVEL 2

Trolls are internet users whose only goal is to cause
offence, provocation and disruption.
> Is this person dedicated to degrading others?

YES

NO

‘Ragers’

Ragers are users who routinely use the internet to
vent personal frustrations.
> Is this post a rant or rage in nature?

YES

‘Jokers’

Jokers tend to be disruptive with harmless
comments seeking attention.
> Is this post a joke or satirical in nature?

YES

Where a person is consistently
and unfairly disruptive
consider deleting the
comment and blocking them.

LEVEL 1
Monitor Only

NO

> Do you want to respond?

NO

Block and Delete

YES

Avoid responding to specific
posts, monitor social media
and Google for relevant info
& comments.
Notify Managing Staff.

NO

‘Misguided’

Let it Stand

Everyone misses details from time to time.
> Are there erroneous facts, details or
misunderstandings in the post?

Do nothing.

YES

Fix the facts
Respond with
factual information.

NO

NO

‘Unhappy Customer’

YES

> Is the post a result of a negative experience?

Restoration
Respond with
factual information.

NO

NO
YES

Final Evaluation
The comment might be a once-only occurrence.
Write a response just for this post.

NO

> Will you respond?

YES

YES

RESPONSE CONSIDERATIONS:
Transparency

Sourcing

Timeliness

Tone

Influence

Disclose your
connection to the
organisation.

Cite your sources and
include references in
your posts (ie URL links,
videos & images).

Take time to craft a
good response.
Don’t rush!

Respond in a tone that
reflects well on the
organisation.

Focus on the most
credible sources/
sites related to your
organisation.
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RESPOND

Share / Reply
Proactively comment or
share your feedback in
relation to the post.

